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Losing Lincoln: Black Educators, Historical
Memory, and the Desegregation of Lincoln
High School in Gainesville, Florida
by Kathryn Palmer
n 1979 Nat Tillman, a Lincoln High School (LHS) alumnus
and one of the Gainesville Sun's first African-American columnists, penned an article advocating for the preservation of Lincoln's history as a "pioneer of black education in Florida." Tillman
interviewed Eric Roberts, a member of Lincoln's first graduating
class of 1925 about why Lincoln's history as a historically black high
school "deserved to be preserved." Like many of Florida's black
high schools closed during school integration efforts of the late
1960s and early 70s, Lincoln's roots stretch back to Reconstruction. However, as Florida's second accredited black high school,
Roberts praised the educational leadership of Lincoln's teachers, specifically longtime Principal A. Quinn Jones, as the "key"
to Lincoln's exceptional reputation during legalized segregation.
Roberts' memories of Lincoln as a respected local black institution read more like a eulogy, though, than an inspiring motivation
for the school's future. One decade earlier, in 1969, the Alachua
County Board of Public Instruction ignored the impassioned pleas
of Gainesville's African-American community, and voted to close
Gainesville's only black high school as a means of achieving fed-
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eral standards of desegregated education. Throughout the South,
white-majority school boards chose to sacrifice black high schools
instead of white high schools. The practice, while not in violation
of federal law, allowed for the standardization of an anglo-centric
narrative on how unification of segregated school systems reconciled the injustices of Jim Crow. The closing of LHS in 1969 is not
unique, but the level of engagement exhibited by the local black
community in the preservation of LHS history since 1969 is a distinctive epilogue in an otherwise familiar story of white institutions
dissolving black institutions. Though the significance of Lincoln
changed from actively educating black students to actively maintaining the fading memories of those actions, both periods echo
social historian V.P. Franklin's observations that "resistance and
education were valued as strategies to obtain the larger goal of
[black] self-determination." Asserting the significance of black history and culture as an integral part of local, state, and national
identities emerged as a powerful tool for resisting the suppression of memories associated with black intellectual successes after
Brown. The abundance of source material available on the varied
interactions by Gainesville's white and black citizens with Lincoln
provides an excellent example for exploring this concept. Thusly,
Nat Tillman's public call for preserving LHS's history in 1979 illuminates both the place of black educators in the memory of a segregated high school, and the challenge of sustaining black cultural
representation during and after school integration. 1
Before the United States Supreme Court ruled segregated education unconstitutional in Brown v. Board Education (1954), LHS
functioned as a source of power and civic pride within Gainesville's
racially segregated African-American community. Black leaders,
ranging from state and local officials for the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) to grade school
educators, fought to advance equal education through an end to
legalized segregation in Florida. After 1954, the NAACP, students,
and educators found themselves in a new battle with local whitecontrolled school boards over the meaning of racial integration
and the maintenance of black representation in public education.
"Desegregation" simply implies the dismantling of binary school
1

Nat Tillman, "Lincoln High School: A History That Deserves to Be Preserved,"
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districts, but the nuances of the term "integration" remains contested. Whites viewed integration as a one-sided effort aimed at
moving blacks into white schools. In contrast, to African Am.ericans
integration represented the possibility for equal opportunity and
political representation after centuries of government sanctioned
oppression. Charles Chestnut, a black member of the local biracial desegregation committee speculated that, the white Alachua
County Board of Public Instruction Superintendent, W.S. "Tiny"
Talbot never intended to keep Lincoln in operation. From Chestnut's perspective, Talbot resolved to close black schools rather
than integrating white students. Chestnut's statement reveals how
whites and blacks defined integration differently, echoing Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 's lamentations about the execution of integration in the 1960s: "I've seen this in the South, in schools being
integrated, and I've seen it with Teachers' Associations being integrated. Often when they merge, the Negro is integrated without
power. ...We don't want to be integrated out of power, we want to be
integrated into power," King proclaimed in 1968. 2
The decision to close LHS instead of the historically white
Gainesville High School (GHS) highlights the failure of Brown
v. Board to empower blacks through public education in Florida.
By the late 1960s, the delayed and superficial implementation of
school integration sparked new concerns among college students,
including those at the University of Florida (UF) in Gainesville,
about black cultural representation. As Franklin and Martha Biondi, have addressed more thoroughly, the Black Power movement
manifested itself on college campuses throughout the country in
the late 1960s and early 1970s by way of student demands for racially inclusive curricula, faculty, and student bodies.3 The closing of
LHS occurred within the swell of Black Power activism at UF, and
the message of preserving black cultural identity influenced the
local black community's objection to the school board's attempt
at erasing Lincoln's symbolic past. The post-Brown history of UF
evidences local resistance to the suppression of African-Am.erican
history as an expression of Black Power.

2

3

U .S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Diminishing Barrier: A Report on School
Desegregation in Nine Counties. (Washington D.C.: U.S Government Printing
Office, 1972), 6; Clayborne Carson, eds., The Autobiography of Martin Luther
King, Jr. (New York: Warner Books, 1998), 325.
Franklin, Black Self-Determination, 215; Martha Biondi, The Black Revolution on
Campus (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), 13-14.
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Starting in the 1960s, the political and social power associated
with controlling historical narratives of social revolution implored
an emerging coterie of historians to abandon the singular use of
traditional elitist sources and begin reevaluating the past through
the fresh lens of otherwise marginalized and voiceless historical
figures- or as Jesse Lemisch so memorably coined the new method, "doing history from the bottom up." 4 The authentic historical
resources preserved by LHS yields a "bottom up" lens for examining
the relationship between black agency, school desegregation, and
historical memory in Florida. Renee Romano and Leigh Raiford
define "memory" as "the process by which people recall, lay claim to,
understand, and represent the past," while describing "history" as an
"objective narrative of the past." Noting the complicated dialogue
between history and memory, Romano and Raiford argue, "[h] istory
and memory nearly challenge and blur each other's boundaries."
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall further deconstructed this delicate relationship intimating, "remembrance is always a form of forgetting, and
the dominant narrative of the civil rights movement- distilled from
history and memory, twisted by ideology and political contestations,
and embedded in heritage tours, museums, public rituals, textbooks, and various artifacts of mass culture- distorts and suppresses
as much as it reveals." The passage of Brown v. Board in 1954 is often
remembered as an historic moment of simple justice, marking an
end to legalized segregation and the inherent racial inequality it
nurtured. The decision is less frequently remembered, however, for
its inability to root out all vestiges of school segregation and its failure to eliminate all expressions of racism in public education. 5
In 2009 Historian Waldo E. Martin observed the "all-black,"
segregated makeup of his fortieth Dudley High School reunion
in Greensboro, North Carolina. The experience of graduating
from a starkly segregated school in 1969 was not an aberration of
Greensboro, but rather a rule of southern school boards' stalled
reactions to integration orders. After a generation of legal delay
tactics, closing black institutions became the quick solution for
4

5

Straugh ton Lynd, Doing History from the Bottom Up: On E.P Thompson, Howard
Zinn, and the R.ebuilding of the Labor Movement from Below (Chicago, IL: Haymarket Books, 2014), xi-xiii; Julian Bond, "The Movement: History From the Bottom Up," Black Issues in Higher Education, 12Qanuary1996) : 32-33.
Leigh Raiford and Renee C. Romano, "Introduction: The Struggle over Memory" in The Civil Rights Movement in American Memory, ed. Leigh Raiford and
Renee C. Romano (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2006), xiii-xiv;Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, "The Long Civil Rights Movement and the Political Uses of the
Past," Journal of American History, 91 (March 2005): 1233.
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local school districts eager to meet the mm1mum desegregation
requirements set by the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) and avoid further federal intervention.
Martin stresses, however, "[b] lack institutions continue to be necessary, though not sufficient, to meet the enormity of the challenges
of the ongoing Black Freedom Struggle." Keeping white schools
open and retaining more white teachers continued to inherently
privilege white authority after integration. As a result, "top down"
whitewashed perspectives have prevailed, until recently, in the popular memory of Florida during the era of school desegregation,
leading historian Marvin Dunn to characterize those memories as
"an illusion of moderation ." 6
The discussion of memory and school segregation in Florida
is relatively new. While the national media often focused their
attention on racial violence in Mississippi and protest marches in
Alabama, the silence of delayed justice deafened Florida's blacks
fighting for access to an equitable education. Barbara Shircliffe
describes the memory of the all-black school as "nostalgic," displaying a yearning for the "best of that world" that was segregation.
Shircliffe's additional research of teacher desegregation complements Adam Fairclough's lengthy study on the central role of
black teachers in various segregated southern communities, and
Lincoln's history confirms those notions. A strong connection
between UF, LHS alumni, and Gainesville's African-American community has preserved extensive records pointing to Lincoln as a
vehicle for racial uplift, lost as a result of integration. A. Quinn
Jones and his family preserved an unusually large amount of material related to LHS's institutional history, presenting a rich opportunity to uncover the changing social identity of black education in
Florida before and after Brown. Correspondence, oral interviews,
yearbooks, school programs, and memoirs yield further opportunity to deconstruct the memory of segregated education in Florida
and reveal the state's application of desegregation orders undermined the agency of black educators. 7
6

7

Waldo E. Martin, "Precious African American Memories, Post Racial Dreams, &
the American Nation," Daedalus: R.ace in theAge of Obama, 1 (Winter 2011): 67-68;
Marvin Dunn, "The Illusion of Moderation: A Recounting and Reassessing of
Florida's Racial Past," in Old South, New South, or Down South?: Florida and the Modem Civil Rights Movement, ed., Irvin D.S. Winsboro (Morgantown: West Virginia
University Press, 2009), 22.
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The nse and fall of LHS as a foundational institution of
Gainesville's African-Arneri~an history reflects the multiple waves
of the Black Liberation Movement: from black educators' internal attempts at filling in the gaps of segregated education before
Brown, to the central place Lincoln continuously held within the
black community, to the widespread student backlash of Lincoln's
closing after Brown, and finally the enduring commitment of the
local black community to preserve the multi-dimensional memories of LHS. Steven F. Lawson categorizes social examinations of
African-American history as part of the "second generation" of
civil rights historiography that began to emerge in the late 1970s
and 80s. The "first generation" of scholarship produced in the late
1960s and 70s, Lawson notes, focused on "leaders and events of
national significance" and "the political movement that secured
legislative and judicial triumphs." In contrast, second generation
civil rights historians like Clayborne Carson,John Dittmer, Charles
Eagles, and William Chafe saw social histories and the study oflocal
communities as invaluable to gaining a deeper understanding of
the complexities of the black freedom struggle. Carson emphasized the significance of examining civil rights from a grass roots
perspective as a liberating tool "to create new social identities for
participants and for all Afro-Arnericans." 8
A growing number of twentieth-century social historians place
this entire period in the continuum of the Long Civil Rights Movement Theory. Jeanne F. Theoharis, Komozi Woodard, and Hall,
among others, reject the notion of the civil rights movement as a
national "season of moral clarity" that began with the Brown decision in 1954 and ended soon after the passage of the Civil Rights
Act and Voting Rights Act in the mid-l 960s, with the major battles
fought in the South. Instead, the Long Movement theorists suggest an extended, multi-phase, spatially ambiguous civil rights

8

the South post Brown (New York: Peter Lange Publishing, 2012), 12; Adam Fairclough, A Class of Their Own Black Teachers in the Segregated South (Cambridge,
M.A.: Harvard Press, 2007), 24.
Steven F. Lawson, "Freedom Then, Freedom Now: The Historiography of the
Civil Rights Movement," American Historical Review 96 (April 1991): 456-457;
John Dittmer, Local People: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Mississippi (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1994), 19; William Henry Chafe, Civilities and Civil
Rights: Greensboro, North Carolina and the Black Struggle for Equality (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1980); Charles Eagles, "Toward New Histories of the
Civil Rights Era," Journal of Southern History 66 (November 2000), 815-848;
Clayborne Carson, "Civil Rights Reform and the Black Freedom Struggle," in
The Civil Rights Movement in America, ed. Charles W. Eagles (Jackson: University
Press ofMississippi,1986), 23, 27 .
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movement, ongmating in the 1930s and 40s and ending in the
1980s. However, in 2007 Sundiata Keita Cha:Jua and Clarence Lang
challenged the Long Movement Theory, comparing its "tendency
to flatten chronological, conceptual and geographic differences,"
to the undead status of the mythical vampire. The result, asserts
Cha:Jua and Lang, "effectively removes the Black Liberation Movement from the historical process of change, development, demise,
and regeneration." Instead, they contend the Black Liberation
Movement occurred in distinct phases, and identify Brown v. Board
as an important turning point that commenced a classical civil
rights movement defined by legal triumphs and non-violent protest. In the case of Florida, and even the microcosm of Gainesville
and LHS, movements for black liberation assumed three waves:
pre-Brown legal and social battles to equalize education within the
restrictions ofJim Crow; post-Brown battles to enforce school desegregation and access to equal education; and lastly the unceasing
struggle to maintain black representation and authority in public
schools even after 1969, when the county school board attempted
to suppress memories of black intellectualism and achievement
by voting to close Lincoln as an academic high school . Moreover,
Lincoln's history as a notable scholastic institution for AfricanAmericans precedes even the U.S. Supreme Court's original Plessy
v. Ferguson ( 1896) decision to formally uphold the constitutional
merit of legalized segregation. Originally known as Union Academy, the Gainesville school rests in the foundational history of public education in Florida.9
Soon after the close of the Civil War in 1866, the Freedmen's Bureau established Union Academy for African-American
students in Gainesville. Like many Freedmen's Bureau schools,
Union Academy initially relied on an entirely white staff. The city's
freed slaves possessed minimal agency, but their desire to learn
remained strong. "Freedmen are all alive to the benefit of schools,"
9

Hall, "The Long Civil Rights Movement," 1234; Jeanne F. Theoharis and
Komozi Woodard, eds., Freedom North: Black Freedom Struggles Outside the South,
1940-1980 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003); Jeanne Theoharis and
Komozi Woodard, eds., Groundwork: Local Black Liberation Movements in America
(New York: New York University Press, 2005); Peter B. Levy, Civil War on Race
Street: The Civil Rights Movement in Cambridge, Maryland (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003), 184; Matthew Countryman, Up South: Civil Rights
and Black Power in Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2005); Sundiata Keita Cha:Jua and Clarence Lang, '"The Long Movement' as
Vampire: Spatial and Temporal Fallacies in Recent Black Freedom Studies,"
journal of African-American History 92 (Spring 2007) : 265-289, 269.
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confirmed Florida's Superintendent of Freedmen Schools, E.B.
Duncan, in 1866. Though an official building was not designated
for Union Academy until 1868, a white teacher from Massachusetts, Miss Catherine Bent, was sent by the American Missionary
Association as early as 1865 to teach sixty, reportedly eager to learn,
students in an "unfinished, dilapidated church building with no
door or windows." A Connecticut woman, Harriet Barnes, joined
Bent in Gainesville in 1866, but the presence of white northerners,
and their Republican sympathies, was not received well by Gainesville's whites deeply embittered by the fresh wounds of confederate defeat. "Our greatest trouble has been the assault of the boys
from the white school upon us. They throw various kinds of missiles into our school room, in some cases aiming deliberately at the
teachers and sometimes hitting them," the teachers complained. 10
The funding provided by the Freedmen's Bureau aided in building schoolhouses, bought supplies, and paid teachers' salaries,
allowing newly freed blacks access to the education slavery banned.
However, by 1867 Gainesville's black community had established
a board of trustees with the intention of building a permanent
structure for Union Academy. While the Freedmen's Bureau guided the blueprints and funded the building materials, local black
craftsmen completed building the one story wooden schoolhouse
in 1868. Located on NW pt Street and NW 6th Avenue, Union
Academy stood as the second largest school, by measurement of
cost and square footage, for black students in Florida. Originally
built to accommodate 120 pupils, Union Academy enrolled 179
students in the 1868-1869 school years. Turnover among northern
white teachers remained common, with Bent and Barnes leaving
the area by 1869. In their place, two new white northern teachers, sponsored by the American Missionary Association, joined the
Union Academy faculty along with two new black educators, Eliza
James and Lawrence Chestnut. 11

10

11

E.B. Duncan to J.G. Foster, Annual Report, October 21, 1866. Record of the
Educational Division of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned
Lands in P.K Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida; H.H.
Moore to Thomas W. Osborne, November 21, 1865, February 25, 1866, Freedmen's Bureau Correspondence (hereinafter referred to as FBC) in P.K Yonge
Library of Florida History, University of Florida; Catherine Bent and Harriet Barnes to Thomas W. Osborne, March 14, 1866, FBC; Murray D. Laurie,
"Union Academy: A Freedmen's Bureau School in Gainesville, Florida," Florida
Historical Quarterly 65(October1986): 163-166.
Laurie, "Union Academy," 167-168.
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Though plagued by overcrowding, lack of books, and truancy,
teachers touted the academic achievements of their students and
the relatively long school term. In its first few years Union Academy
relied on financial support from a variety of sources including the
Freedmen's Bureau, the Alachua County Board of Public Instruction, and the Peabody Fund. Additionally, the Union Academy
Board of Trustees lobbied for school resources, acquiring a "parlor
organ" for music lessons in 1872. Black and white teachers worked
together for equal salaries until 1873, when the last of the white
missionaries returned north. From then on only black educators
staffed the Union Academy. The Freedmen's Bureau withdrew support from Gainesville, Florida, in 1874. In the 1880s, Union Academy began operating a normal school for teacher training during
the summer months. So began a long tradition of Union, and later
LHS, graduates becoming teachers themselves and returning to
work at Union Academy or other black schools in rural Alachua
County. The cause of the normal school garnered further support
from the Florida Legislature in 1883. Matthew Lewey, an AfricanAmerican state representative from Alachua County and member
of the House Education Committee, supported the appropriation
of an additional 3,000 dollars for the teacher-training program. 12 In
light of educational progress for African Americans in Reconstruction Florida, a steady rising tide of white supremacist ideology in
state and national politics diminished white philanthropic interest
in black education, laying the foundations for legalized segregation.
Passed in 1885 a new Florida Constitution mandated segregated education. Union Academy, like many of the Freedmen's
Bureau schools in Florida, soon came under complete control of
the county school board. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of state-sanctioned segregation in Plessy v. Ferguson
(1896), provided the separate institutions remained equal. The
vague and unchecked language of the "separate but equal" doctrine would allow lily-white local school boards, like the one in Alachua County, Florida, to control the purse strings of the school
expenditure budget and deliver a subpar quality of education
for disenfranchised African Americans at the turn of the century.
William N. Sheats, the Superintendent of Alachua County Public
Schools in 1894, characterized the strained relationship between
blacks, whites, and education in Progressive era northern Florida.
According to historian Joe M. Richardson, Sheats "displayed 'the
12

Ibid., 167-172.
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type of paternalistic racism that allowed blacks some opportunity,'
but he also personified the spirit of white supremacy that insisted
on strict segregation and no political rights for blacks." The gap
between white and black teacher pay began to widen by the turn of
the century, with the average black male teacher in Alachua County earning approximately 30 dollars per month in 1890 compared
to the average white male teacher's pay of 46 dollars per month. 13
Faced with increasing racial animosity from the white community,
Union Academy relied heavily on the lobbying ability of the board
of trustees for improvements like the second story addition completed in 1900. 14
By 1920, students at Union Academy still attended school in
the original wooden schoolhouse. Union was a school poorly outfitted to educate its overflowing student body and the Alachua
County School Board recognized a need for improvement, passing a bond issue for both a new white and black high school. In
1921, Union was also in need of a new principal. Ben F. Childs, a
member of Union's board of trustees, wrote President of Florida
A&M College (FAMC) N. B Young asking for a connection with the
"finest red-blooded man for the principalship [sic] of Union Academy." Young recommended Allen "A." Quinn Jones for the position. Alachua County Superintendent of Education E.R. Simmons
offered him $125 per month to take a position as the new principal of the school. When Jones began work, he joined a faculty of
eleven teachers responsible for five hundred students, grades one
through nine. 15
Born in Quincy, Florida, in 1893, A. Quinn Jones knew the personal disappointment segregated schools spawned.Jones attended
a segregated grade school for seven months a year, and at the age
of eight began working as a water boy on a nearby tobacco farm
to earn money. Originally Jones dreamed of becoming a medical
13

14
15

1885 Florida Constitution, Article XII, Section l; Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 538
(1896);Joe M. Richardson, "'The Nest ofVile Fanatics': William N. Sheats and
the Orange Park School," Florida Historical Quarterly, 64, no. 4 (April 1986):
396; William N. Sheats, Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
1900-1902, (Tallahassee, FL: State Printing Office, 1903), 64, State Library of
Florida, (hereinafter referred to as State Library) .
Laurie, "Union Academy," 172.
B.F. Childs to N.B. Young, May 23, 192, Box 18, A. Quinn Jones Collection
(MS-245) in P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History (hereinafter referred to as
AQJ Collection); N .B. Young to B.F. Childs, May 25, 1921, Box 18, AQJ Collection; A. Quinn Jones, Sr., R.etrospections (Lexington: First Books Library, 2003),
36-40.
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doctor, but in a 1974 interview with the Gainesville Sun, he recalled
the telling detail preventing the realization of his goals. "My parents didn't have the finances to send me all the way through medical school so I got out and started to teach," stated the retired
educator. Jones' trouble with the limitations of legally segregated
education was a difficult reality for African Americans trying to succeed in an oppressive milieu. As James D. Anderson, Glenda Gilmore,James Leloudis, Adam Fairclough, Vanessa Siddle Walker, and
Heather Andrea Williams, have demonstrated, teaching remained
one of the few avenues that could afford blacks middle class status
and respect in the segregated South. Jones attended school several
decades before the school segregation suits appeared in the courts.
He received a baccalaureate degree in mathematics from FAMC,
the only institution of higher learning for African Americans in
the 1910s. At that time, the school did not offer graduate courses,
leaving him to eventually pursue a master's degree through correspondence at the segregated Hampton Institute in Virginia in the
1930s. Prior to arriving in Gainesville in 1921, Jones worked as a
classroom teacher in Marianna and Pensacola. While in Marianna,
he joined the local chapter of the NAACP and the Southern Protective Association, highlighting his support of organized efforts
aimed towards equalizing separate education. 16
Jones served as Union Academy's last principal and LHS's first.
Union boasted a proud history and Jones made sure to uphold that
identity as he prepared to transition the student and faculty body
onto a new, updated site on the corner of Northwest Tenth Street
and Seventh Avenue. In 1923, with approval of the school bond
issue, the school relocated to a two-story red brick building replete
with wood floors and sturdy desks. Teachers and students renamed
the school Lincoln after the martyred sixteenth president. Notably,
16

Jones, Retrospections, l-6, 25-31; Eliot Kamenitz, "A. Quinn Jones Undaunted by
Years, "Gainesville Sun, 28 July 1974; Lincolnian, Lincoln High School Annual
1953, 2, Box 6, AQJ Collection; For definitive works on African-American education in the Jim Crow South see: Glenda Gilmore, Gender and Jim Crow: Women
and the Politics of White Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896--1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,1996);James Leloudis, Schooling the New South:
Pedagogy, Self, and Society in North Carolina, 1880-1920 (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1999); Fairclough, A Class of Their Own; Vanessa Siddle
Walker, Their Highest Potential: An African-American School Community in the Segregated South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Heather
Andrea Williams, Self Taught: African-American Education in Slavery and Freedom
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007); Jam es D. Anderson,
The Education of Blacks in the South, 1860-19 35 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1988) .
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A. Quinn Jones' Graduation Portrait.Jones graduated from Florida A&M University
in 1915. Image courtesy of A. Quinn Jones Collection, George A. Smathers Libraries,
University of Florida.

Lincoln's stately brick fac;ade proved uncharacteristically elegant
for a black school in the 1920s. The school board demolished the
original Union Academy building soon after the move. Even without the physical building, one of Union's last graduating classes
held a sixty-five year reunion in 1989 to reminisce about school life
in early twentieth-century Gainesville. One observer did express
some disappointment about losing the historic structure, "[I] t's
too bad the building didn't survive. It would make a wonderful
museum for education and black culture." 17
17

Laurie, "Union Academy,''174; Arthur 0. White, "History of Lincoln High
School: The Big Red," 8, Box 6, AQJ Collection; Barbara Foster, "Union
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LHS first opened in 1923 to black students, grades one through
twelve. Initially built for 800 pupils, the sixteen classroom schoolhouse soon became under-resourced and overburdened, but it
continued to serve a greater purpose as an anchor of Gainesville's
African-American neighborhood, the Fifth Avenue District. Perhaps it served as an allegory, then, thatJones, Lincoln's illustrious
principal who served from 1923 until his retirement in 1957, lived
peacefully in a quaint yellow house with a metal roof directly across
the street from the original brick fac;ade. Upon moving into the
new LHS building, Jones considered his duties as Lincoln's chief
administrator a serious matter. Early on, Jones struggled to find
adequately prepared teachers, citing a "lack of competitive salaries
and a shortage in the supply of trained teachers graduating from
higher institutions."
The new principal sought to restructure Lincoln's faculty and
staff to include only qualified teachers with four-year degrees, harboring no qualms about firing those he evaluated as unfit. He
encouraged his students to pursue education at the college level,
routinely hiring certified alumni for teaching positions. Jones and
his colleagues also gave of their personal time, planting shrubberies, organizing book drives, and raising money for extracurricular activities not provided by the school board. These additional
sacrifices proved a moderate strategy to offset underfunding from
the school board and distinguish Lincoln as a black high school in
Florida with a record of success.
Although Jones' initiatives were not entirely in vain, Lincoln
remained trapped in segregation's perpetual cycle of inferior
opportunity. Of the 109 African-American teachers employed
by Alachua County in 1933, only thirty held a college or normal
school degree and thirteen did not have high school diplomas,
highlighting Lincoln as providing an exceptional education relative to the state's other black high schools, but not exceptional
enough to compete with white privilege. A. Quinn Jones' son, Oliver Jones candidly admitted "the quality of Lincoln compared to a
regular Negro school was very good, compared to white schools it
was inferior."

Academy Served Black Students," n.d., Newspaper clipping in Box 6, AQJ Collection. The newspaper clipping was fi led next to another clipping detailing
information about the Union Academy reunion in 1989; Cheryl W . Thompson, "Recalling the Days of Union Academy: Black School Holds its Reunion
Sunday," Gainesville Sun, February 18, 1989.
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A. Quinn Jones, whose students called him "Professor," enrolled
in a doctoral program at New York University, but his duties as principal of LHS prevented completion. Nonetheless, Jones' talents
clearly belonged in the classroom, his old-fashioned methodology
a cornerstone of the school's improvement. "When I came along it
was the day of the teaching principal," reminisced Jones, "that is a
principal taught several classes as well as being an administrator."18
LHS maintained an outwardly bright spirit as a symbol of promise for future generations of African Americans, but nostalgia and
pride must be reconciled with the inherent disadvantages of segregated schools. Desegregation did not necessarily alleviate those
injustices, however, as one local administrator cited joblessness as
a major challenge of black life in post-Brown Alachua County. During the Jim Crow era, African Americans saw teaching as one of the
best routes to a professional career, but the burden of educating
children under strained circumstances affected the quality of the
curriculum. An editorial featured in the Florida Sentinel blamed the
plight of black teachers on white supremacist rule, holding whites
accountable for the necessity of integration. "When anything was
needed for the Negro schools, teachers had to put the children
in the street to pay for it," lamented the article . Lincoln's faculty
frequently sold tickets to plays, pageants, homecoming parades,
and football games in order to raise money for school supplies
and galvanize school spirit. For example, in 1925, the school board
announced a shortage of funds and their intention to limit the LHS
school year to a six-month term. Teachers, parents, and community members raised enough funds to pay teacher salaries to keep
the school open for a full eight-month high school term. These
efforts allowed the first class of eight high school seniors to graduate in 1925. Due to these efforts, in 1926 Lincoln became only the
second black high school in Florida to earn accreditation. 19
18

19
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Prior to the litany of post-WWII legal battles aimed at directly challenging "separate but equal" schools as a violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment, civil rights leaders rallied for the cause
of equalizing education within the constraints of legalized segregation. In the mid-l 930s, the NAACP undertook a massive campaign to level black and white educators' salaries in southern
schools. Chief legal counsel for the NAACP, Thurgood Marshall,
had just won the case of Murray v. Pearson (1935), in which black
student Donald Murray gained unprecedented access to the University of Maryland Law School. When Marshall ventured into the
deep southern states he noted how many local blacks, including
those affiliated with state teacher's organizations, either feared or
ignored opportunities to challenge educational discrimination, a
symptom historian Patricia Sullivan interpreted as a "reflect[ion]
[of] the control imposed by county and state authorities." Clearly,
without satisfied teachers, isolated African-American schools faced
the damaging effects of inadequate instruction. 20
The problem of teacher salary disparities in Florida found an
advocate in Harry T. Moore, a teacher and founder of the Brevard
County, Florida, NAACP. Moore, like the majority of NAACP members, recognized serious disparities between the salaries of white
and black teachers, a claim grounded in the plain statistics of a
1936 annual salary report citing the annual pay of blacks as less
than half that of white teachers. Black teachers reportedly earned
an average annual salary of $495 while whites earned approximately $1,039 in 1936. When Moore attempted to file a lawsuit, he
encountered a serious barrier when no black teachers in the test
case location of Mims agreed to formally charge the state with discrimination. After a considerable period of hesitation, local principal John Gilbert volunteered and predictably lost his job. However,
NAACP lawyer Marshall stressed the larger importance of the case
in a letter to Florida NAACP correspondent, S.D. McGill. "There is
no doubt in my mind that this case will be one of the leading cases,
in that Florida is not only in the deep south, but has always been
noted for its labor relations in paying Negroes [sic.] much less than
whites throughout the entire economic setup," Marshall asserted.
Once brought to the Florida Supreme Court, Gilbert v. Highfill et. al.
failed to win equal pay for black teachers, but the case did spark
a series of other similar suits across the South. In the late 1930s
20
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national-level NAACP leaders backed Florida's efforts to secure
equal pay for teachers, but with the rapid acceleration of the legal
progress for student integration in the 1940s, the attention of their
efforts began to focus primarily on student welfare rather than the
educators. 21
Until the 1950s, southern newspapers typically did not report
on black community events or concerns, the beating heart of LHS
serving as the ideal item to omit from local media. In fact, a newspaper committee discovered several mentions of white schools in
Alachua County, but not one of Lincoln from 1935 to 1951. Even
when the school began making appearances in print in the early
1950s, the Gainesville Sun usually only addressed Lincoln's football
team or the poor conditions of the school, a focus that resonates
with historian Gregory Padgett's contention that newspapers in
Florida remained race conscious before and after Brown. White
publications rarely highlighted professional and academic achievement by blacks, bespeaking their refusal to accept African Americans as intellectual equals. The success of the Lincoln Terriers
football team, affectionately known as the "Big Red," galvanized
the black community and the larger, bi-racial Gainesville community. T.B. "Reverend" McPherson, a Lincoln alumnus and the
school's athletic director, led the school to an impressive win at
the 1939 National Negro Championship. With skills unmatched
by other area schools "they began attracting large crowds of both
races," embellishing school pride, but also strengthening white
stereotypes that black achievement was confined to physical, not
mental strength. 22
During the Jim Crow era, Gainesville's white and black citizens,
though confined to living in separate neighborhoods and learning in separate schools, regularly interacted with each other with
African Americans typically assuming roles subservient to whites.
21
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Historian William Chafe observed that whites accepted civility
between the races as being synonymous with tranquility, arguing
that only once blacks exhibited active resistance to segregation did
whites take notice. Chafe saw evidence of that exchange in North
Carolina, another allegedly moderate southern state. A similar
situation existed in north Florida as well. For example, A. Quinn
Jones developed a strong rapport with Gainesville's white community, so much so that a few of his detractors labeled him an "uncle
tom." However, withoutJones' willingness to collaborate with W.R.
Thomas, a white trustee for Gainesville's special tax district, and
insure a "superior facility" for black children, the school board
might never have built the first Lincoln building. Furthermore, a
white UF Professor of Education, Dr. Arthur Meade, aidedJones in
checking out library books that blacks were prohibited from checking out. Jones' civility did not remove his motivation to secure
educational equity for Gainesville's black students as he twice successfully lobbied the school board for a new building. 23
African Americans in Gainesville formed strong bonds during
the period of legal segregation. Their separate schools represented the community's pride and perseverance to improve educational opportunities within the bounds of oppression. Lincoln's
teachers took their responsibilities as community leaders seriously,
treating their students with familial care. If a student did not have
a gown for the popular Miss Lincoln Pageant, teachers would assist
in finding one. When the school board denied band director Jerry
C. Miller funding for a marching band at LHS, he organized a community fundraiser and collected enough money and supplies for
a complete ensemble. Margaret Sharpe, who attended Lincoln
in the 1940s, lived with her home economics teacher, Louise Hilt,
for an entire school year while her grandmother tended to other
family obligations. Sharpe remembers being with her classmates
at a Friday night football game, when they asked a teacher to take
them to a movie instead. Their teacher, Ms. Hall, obliged the girls'
request and agreed to chaperone the impromptu outing. Faculty
and staff still managed to create a safe and supportive environment
for children in spite of racial inequality. 24
23
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Almost as soon as the new Lincoln opened in the 1920s, overcrowding plagued the school, forcing students to attend lessons
in shifts. The school board continued to issue black students
"hand-me down" books discarded by white students, dropout rates
continued to increase, as did the high ratio of students to teachers. Professor Jones spied an opportunity to improve facilities for
Lincoln students, when in 1947, the Florida Legislature enacted
the Minimum Foundation Program, a sweeping action designed
to improve conditions in both white and black schools by setting
minimum state- level funding standards for every school in Florida.
But, as education historians Sherman Dorn and Deanna L. Michael
have articulated, Florida's Minimum Foundation Program "still left
opportunities for local variations" in local funding bases. Dorn
and Michael further point to the function of the Minimum Foundation Program as an attempt by Florida lawmakers who, aware
of the NAACP's increasing gains in school desegregation challenges, sought to promote the appearance of separate but equal
schools with the hope of avoiding a federal school desegregation
ruling. Alachua County, whose twelve black schools were eventually
determined unfit by an educational advisory committee in 1953,
resolved to improve local facilities, designating school bonds for
both a new white and a new black high school. 25 Without a voice
in the white-edited Gainesville Sun, Jones leveraged the agenda for
the betterment of Lincoln and began rallying supporters to vote in
favor of a new school bond issue.
Jones would have to reach his audience through the student
newspaper, and so he appealed to "all freeholders" in a special
1953 issue of the Lincolnian. Addressing the issues that stunted
most black schools in Florida, like overcrowding and poorly maintained facilities, he explained the damaging effects on Lincoln
students. "Under these conditions children are getting one half
the training they should get, which means that our high school
graduate [receives] an education equivalent to a white sixth grade
student," Jones lamented. "Our only solution now is better schools.
In order to get them we as freeholders must register to vote," the
25
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administrator concluded. Jones' direct rhetoric proved effective,
as the vote favored a new building for Lincoln. Once again, the
principal took his voice back to the Lincolnian, extending praise for
the significant structural improvements awaiting Lincoln to clergy,
businesspersons, and students, "it is community members and the
school children who work to improve things." 26
In the early 1950s new black high schools began cropping up
throughout Florida. With the Minimum Foundation Program
in effect, the state legislature and the white media fabricated the
improvements of their separate but equal schools. The Miami Daily
Herald boasted the proposed improvements of the schools, claiming them "in many cases superior to those for white students-in a
maximum of four years. " 27
By the time the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on Brown in 1954,
Florida segregationists had already grown adept at denying blacks
access to equal educational opportunities through a strategy of
legal delay. In 1952 a bundle of primary and secondary school
segregation suits, which would eventually be heard as one umbrella
case, Oliver Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka Kansas, waited on
the federal court docket. The momentum of those cases, however,
came from the NAACP's earlier focus, and arguable success, on
integrating graduate and professional schools, which they correctly
assumed would generate less white backlash. One of the higher
education cases encountering the longest delay involved the efforts
of an African Arrierican man from Daytona Beach, to integrate the
UF Law School. The case of Virgil Hawkins v. Board of Control, contends historian Arriy Sasscer, "illustrates just how entrenched Florida was in its Old South ways in the pre and post-Brown years and
how equally determined the state's power brokers were to ignore,
prolong, or actually stymie Virgil D. Hawkins's fightfor racial equality." On May 13, 1949, forty-three-year-old Virgil Darnell Hawkins
received a letter from the UF Law School indicating a rejection on
the basis of his race . In response, Hawkins, with support from the
NAACP Legal and Education Defense Fund, filed suit against the
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Florida Board of Control, and Gainesville suddenly became the site
of a dramatic, nine-year battle to integrate the UF Law School. 28
As of 1950 UF operated the only law school in the state, but
segregation laws in place throughout all levels of public education
in Florida prevented Hawkins' acceptance. The Board of Control
offered to fund an education in another state. Hawkins refused
the offer, and indeed the U.S. Supreme Court had already ruled
such practices unconstitutional in three separate cases. The opinions written in Gaines v. Canada (1936), McLaurin v. Oklahoma
Board of Regents (1950) and Sweatt v. Painter (1950) all recognized
the injustice of not providing blacks equal access to in-state higher education, and illuminated an almost certain path to striking
down Plessy v. Ferguson. In 1952 the Board of Control thought it
had reached a compromise with Hawkins, establishing a segregated law school at FAMC. When the UF Law School again rejected
Hawkins' application, the Florida Supreme Court ignored his legal
complaint, contending that he could attend law school at FAMC
instead. Undeterred, Hawkins took his case to the U.S. Supreme
Court in 1956, and it sided with the aspiring law student, ordering
UF to admit him at once. Even with a federal mandate to integrate,
Florida lawmakers delayed the process, citing the need for more
time to investigate largely unfounded fears that immediate integration would lead to uncertain violence and disorder in the community. In 1958, after years of legal delays, a federal district court
judge ordered the law school to integrate and accept all qualified
applicants regardless of their race. Despite the seemingly victorious ruling, Hawkins never did attend the UF Law School. In 1958
the Board of Control established a new minimum score on the
law school entry exam for incoming students, setting the admission threshold fifty points above Hawkins' 1956 score. As a result,
Hawkins was officially denied not because of his race, but rather
because he was disqualified by the new rules regarding test scores.
Instead, George H. Starke, a middle-aged veteran from Orlando
became the first African American law student to enroll at UF Law
School in fall 1958. Though the media braced itself for public
disturbance, Starke's arrival on campus created little commotion.
The Florida Supreme Court's persistent refusal to accommodate
28
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Hawkins, even after the federal courts repeatedly ruled school segregation unconstitutional, reflected the tradition of bigotry experienced by many people like A. Quinn Jones. While the Hawkins
case kept Gainesville in the legal spotlight for nearly a decade, LHS
teachers continued to focus on providing the best education they
could for their students. However, five years after Hawkins took
his first stand against segregated higher education, a landmark
moment in American history would redirect the course of LHS. 29
When the United States Supreme Court reversed the "separate but equal" precedent set by Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) it ended
over a half-century of legalized racial segregation in the South.
Brown v. Board (1954) was decided on the grounds that segregated schools promoted a sense of inferiority among black students.
The high court thusly ruled segregated schools inherently unequal
and therefore a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. As the
unanimous opinion reached southern states on May 17, 1954,
many whites responded with pledges of massive resistance to the
encroachment of federal government. Georgia Governor Herman
Talmadge vowed that the people of his state would "not tolerate the
mixing of the races in public schools," and a Mississippi editorial
claimed desegregation would lead to miscegenation and destroy
"all hope for the future" of the nation.30
Curiously, the newspapers of the time portray Florida as an
exceptional state, seeking a different, milder approach than others in the South. As the highlights of the apocalyptic responses to
Brown, constituents did not necessarily agree with racially mixed
schools, but accepted them with the expectation that integration would not occur immediately. "South calmly receives news
on segregation," the first page of the Tallahassee Democrat read on
May 18, 1954. An adjacent headline reinforced the disjointed, but
perceived non-threatening divide among the populace, reporting
29
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that, "some expect no actual end of practice but others see gradual
compliance." White opinions on Brown dominated Florida publications, and the issues concerning black reactions were often relegated to a smaller column buried in the leaves of the daily chronicles.
For instance, the Tampa Morning Tribune reassured white readers as
they focused front-page attention on the "enforcement delay for
new study." However, page six of the same circulation briefly mentioned the hopeful spirit of civil rights leaders eagerly awaiting a
speedy end to segregation. 31
Again, the realities of Florida's race problems in 1954 were not
as widely reported as the government's attempt to appear peaceful. A poignant example is an article suspicious of the Ku Klux
Klan burning crosses in DeLand, Florida, the night of the Brown
announcement. In Gainesville, the UF student newspaper, The Alligator, published an article five days after the ruling that discussed
how the new ruling would affect the number of available white
teachers if they were forced to teach in integrated classrooms. The
newspaper also interviewed several white coed education majors
who "vowed that they would never teach a mixed class." The immediate and central worry expressed over Florida's teachers was confined to the fear that troves of white faculty would refuse to teach
integrated classes and face subsequent termination. Though onesided with lack of concern for the future careers of black teachers,
the student publication urged the need to forge solutions based on
the Brown decision. "It may be years before actual non-segregation
is effected, but it is a law of the land and we must accept it as that,
whether those who are not accustomed to sociologically accepting
the Negro want it or not," concluded the more liberal-minded university newspaper. 32
In keeping with Florida's understated trend of gradualism and
delay, recently elected Governor LeRoy Collins remained silent on
the issue until the sequel implementation case, Brown II ordered
schools to desegregate "with all deliberate speed" in spring 1955.
Only then did the moderate minded, forty-six year old lawmaker
offer a tempered response on how Florida's government would proceed. Collins promised to preserve segregation as "Florida's custom
and law," while also upholding the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling.
Legal historian Anders Walker cites Collins' posture as an example
of how moderate southern governors employed legal-minded tactics
31
32
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to delay civil rights without attracting national attention. The use of
understated, yet highly directed challenges to federal desegregation
mandates, earned Florida a superficial reputation as an exceptional
southern state not afflicted by institutionalized racism to the same
degree as others. Arguing against the notion that Florida was an
example of exceptionalism, historian Irvin D . S. Winsboro couched
the court's decision within the larger struggle for black equality:
"Brown merely served as a catalyst for a long simmering resentment
against Florida's traditional Jim Crow practices." 33
Soon after the desegregation order was passed on May 17,1954,
the Alachua County School Board erected a new all-white GHS in
1955 and a new all-black LHS one year later. Without one official word, their pro-segregationist intentions were clear. In spring
1955, several southern states operating dual school systems presented arguments in favor of a gradual desegregation process to
the Supreme Court. The panel ofjustices convened to decide how
desegregation should be implemented. Florida's Attorney General,
Richard Ervin, presented his amicus curiae brief before the judicial
body, and his argument strongly influenced the final language of
the opinion. It strategically employed bi-racial committees and surveys to assess the social implications of Brown. In the tradition of
old southern prejudice, however, the hope for a quick end to segregation expressed by the majority of blacks was denied in favor
of the opposing white preference of gradualism. African-American
leaders urged their constituents to challenge white conjecture,
openly opposing the measures of gradualism proposed by Ervin.
Even so, Ervin focused much of his attention on the illegitimacy
and illiteracy rates as well as violence among African Americans,
begging for ample adjustment time. Governor Collins leveraged
Ervin's contrived results, suggesting a need for a transition period for blacks to "raise their standards" to meet whites' as a viable
strategy for delaying desegregation. As historian Walker surmises,
Collins campaigned to maintain southern order by "framing the
problem of desegregation as one of popular consent rather than
one of enforcing constitutional law. " 34
33
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Finally on May 31, 1955, after much deliberation, the Supreme
Court handed down their decision concerning a plan for school
integration, mandating that compliance to Brown should occur
with "a prompt and reasonable start," carried out with "all deliberate speed." The vague language of Brown II allowed gradualism to
embody the pace of desegregation in Florida until federal pressure
began to mount in the mid-1960s. Francisco A. Rodriguez, legal
counsel for the state NAACP, spoke to the press after the decision,
demanding quick integration, but white representatives in Florida
praised the delay. Okaloosa County Schools Superintendent Lance
Richbourg gave a statement not long after the "all deliberate speed
"decree: "[The Court] made a very sensible decision when it ruled
that time and manner of desegregation be left to local judges
and officials." The high courts accepted Attorney General Ervin's
request to "protect the constitutional rights of a minority without
ignoring the will of the majority." Governor Collins assessed the
school desegregation problem with state education officials, suggesting no action be taken, calling any legislation on the matter
"premature." The Collins Administration formed the Advisory
Committee on Race Relations to track the progress of school
desegregation, among other race-related issues in the state, and in
1959 determined the freedom of choice plan, allowing students to
choose where they wanted to attend school, as the best method of
maintaining binary schools in spite of the federal order. 35
While civil rights advocates remained optimistic about the
future of school desegregation, Zora Neale Hurston, a prolific writer and former teacher from Eatonville, Florida, spoke beyond her
time in summer 1955. Suggesting the inability of federal legislation to alter social realities, the daughter of a retired schoolteacher
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declared, "I regard the ruling as insulting rather than honoring my
race." The correspondence further asserted, "It is a contradiction
in terms to scream race pride and equality while at the same time
spurning Negro teachers and self-association." Though initially
scorned for her views, Hurston perhaps interpreted Brown with the
harsh realism many black educators understood, but the majority of both blacks and whites avoided. In the years following the
Supreme Court's opinion, however, the gravity of Hurston's words
became more and more evident. LHS experienced little change in
its racial makeup or access to educational resources immediately
after 1954. Local whites openly resisted the merging of racially
segregated schools. Into the early 1960s black educators still maintained respect and authority within their communities, but the federal enforcement of integration would overlook the depth of their
loss. 36
Groundbreaking at the new LHS site commenced relatively
soon after the Supreme Court declared the implementation of
desegregation a matter for each state to address, underscoring
Florida as a southern state with no immediate plans of integrating.
The Alachua County Board of Public Instruction voted to convert
the former LHS building into an elementary school, redirecting
students enrolled in grades seven through twelve to the new school
plant. Once again, A. Quinn Jones, whose annual pay of $6,185
in 1954 did not match the $6,885 salary of the less experienced
principal of white GHS, catapulted Lincoln into the spotlight of
Florida's African-American education spectrum as one of the best
public institutions for African Americans in the state. A careful
review of the propaganda surrounding the construction of the new
LHS demonstrates that while the school board did spend over one
million dollars on the project, they deliberately did not exercise
foresight in considering the school's place in an integrated world. 37
The Florida State Teachers Association, the segregated teachers' union and political platform for black educators in the state,
featured a proposed sketch of the new Lincoln coupled with an
article written by Alachua County Director of Instruction Alfred
36
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NEW LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL
Drawing of the new Lincoln High School in Gainesville, Florida. Lincoln High
School opened in 1956. Image courtesy of A. Quinn Jones Collection, Special
and Area Studies Collections, George A. Smathers Libaries, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida.

F. Edmunds in its January 1955 bulletin. Edmunds, a white man
and the first person to hold his position on the school board, projected Lincoln to become "one of the most unique and outstanding Negro schools in the State of Florida." The review went on to
discuss the thirty classroom building project as well as the unprecedented number of "special facilities" unique to Lincoln, such as
the agricultural shop, band room, and "administrative offices."
However, the positive review reads like a charade as the white high
schools enjoyed many of those same benefits years before proposals for a new black high school, and the author's natural bias as
an employee of the school board responsible for those inequities.
Nonetheless, African-American students and teachers anticipated
the move with excitement, as it promised to "immediately relieve an
overcrowded Lincoln High School where 631 pupils have been on
double session for a number of years." As noted, the old LHS building was converted into an elementary school and renamed after
former principal, A Quinn.Jones. It remained in operation as an
elementary school until 1970. The elementary school boasted the
school district's first female African-American principal, Thelma
Jordan, a Lincoln alumna and experienced educator. No mention
of segregation surfaced in the editorial about the new, decidedly all
black high school, despite the upcoming Brown II hearings. Conclusively, this omission silently indicated just how rigid the color
barrier remained. 38
·
38
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While the Alachua County School Board passed the bond issue
in 1953, the actual building of the new Lincoln encountered continuous delay, not opening for students until 1956, one year after
the new, all white CHS opened. In a familiar turn, however, the
new school's assurance of equal education faded, as the school
board refused to maintain the facility in the same manner it did for
whites. Perhaps Jones' retirement just one year after the new Lincoln opened contributed to the physical plant's downturn. More
likely though, the new leadership affected the negative shift relatively little compared to the county's refusal to comply with Brown's
ruling on the unconstitutionality of operating separate school
systems. In May 1956, only a matter of months before Jones was
to move his school to a modern building, county superintendent,
Paul E. Peters, wrote Principal Jones accusing his staff of stealing
typewriters and sewing machines, property of the school board.
"This is a very grave matter... it is illegal for anyone to remove
School Board [sic.] from the premises," Peters warned Jones.Jones
responded promptly and calmly, accounting for the status of the
equipment. 39 On its surface, the exchange between white school
board members and Professor Jones appears to be innocuous miscommunication, it exposes entrenched levels of mistrust whites
held against even the most professional caliber of blacks like Professor Jones. Furthermore, the incident foreshadows the continued difficulty Jones' successors at new Lincoln would encounter in
their communication, or lack thereof, with the school board and
their responsibility to provide equal resources. Although Alachua
County granted LHS a new, supposedly top of.the line facility, the
veiled undertones of racial prejudice in the school board's directed communication with black educators ensured that educational
opportunities for blacks remained unequal for years after Brown.
As the 1950s bled into the 1960s, the federal government had
done little to enforce meaningful school desegregation. This inaction granted local school boards a tacit license to experiment with
strategies for continuing discriminatory practices against black students and teachers, but now in a quieter tone than before Brown.
For example, pay schedules of the Alachua County School Board
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reveal equal starting salari.e s of 4,200 dollars for black and white
teachers employed by the board. However, when the school board
unrolled a merit based pay raise program in 1960, it granted ten
white GHS teachers the bonus, but extended the offer to only one
Lincoln teacher. 4 ° For nearly ten years after the original Brown ruling tokenism prevailed as the standard of integration in Gainesville,
until local President of the NAACP, Thomas A. Wright, sought to
legally challenge the insidious practice. In the years prior to arriving in Gainesville, Wright was involved with the "behind the scenes"
organizing of civil rights demonstrations in St. Augustine. "A lot
of black people knew it, but a lot of white people did not know it.
When they found out, they took action," remembered Wright. After
the local school district fired his wife Affie Mae, a school teacher,
Wright and his family moved to Gainesville in 1962. As the new
minister for Mt. Carmel Church, Wright resolved to keep out of civil
rights activity, until UF student Stephan Mickle, the son of a LHS
teacher Andrew Mickle, urged him otherwise. "I might suggest that
stuff that you had going on in St. Augustine, we need to do some of
the same stuff here," encouraged the young Mickle. A rising voice
in Gainesville's local black freedom struggle, Stephan Mickle would
become the second African-American graduate of UF Law School
before accepting an appointment as the first African-American for
the Northern District Court of Florida federaljudge. 41
Wright became President of the Alachua County Branch of
NAACP in 1963, and in that position he worked to establish inroads
with Gainesville's black community and a growing number of liberal-minded white students and faculty, including UF professors
Marshall Jones and Paul Hahn . Hahn in fact became a "key" member of the NAACP, creating advertisements and conducting field
research. 42 "Much of our political strategy came from the political science department at the University of Florida," recalled Wright, who
noted Dr. Ruth McEwan as an exceptional example. The NAACP
also collaborated with a campus faculty organization, Gainesville
Women for Equal Rights, which was comprised of "professional
40
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black women and white women working together." The civil rights
leader reflected that "they formed quite a bridge for the black community." Wright also enjoyed the willingness of white supporters
in Gainesville to stand behind the civil rights agenda outlined by
the black community, a situation much different from the prejudice
he experienced in St. Augustine. "The Caucasians [sic] from the
University, faculty and students, they played a tremendous role in
much of what we did," he observed. The Field Secretary of the Florida NAACP, Robert Saunders, and later Marvin Davies, aided their
local branches by organizing quarterly workshops throughout the
state, led by government operation experts, to better inform black
communities on how to incite lasting social change. "The national
and state [NAACP] offices always made themselves available to us,"
recalled Wright. Among the county chapter's various protest efforts,
an interracial mix of civil rights activists held sit-ins at local restaurants and picketed segregation at the Florida Theatre. 43
The defining event of Wright's tenure as President of the local
branch of the NAACP was his reaction to the unchanged status
of segregated schooling in Gainesville some ten years after Brown.
He first asked the school board to desegregate voluntarily, but it
refused. The minister then contacted Earl Johnson, a lawyer for
the NAACP in Jacksonville, about how to proceed with bringing a
law suit against the school board. Johnson indicated the need for
"a specific child's name who could be used in the case." Wright went
door-to-door soliciting volunteers, but not one student agreed. In
a moment of desperation, Wright asked his teenage daughter and
rising LHS senior, LaVon. "Daddy, if that's what you want me to do,
I will do it," she obliged. With that, the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund filed Wright v. Board of Public Instruction of Alachua
County (1964) with the U.S. District Court. Presiding Judge Harold Carswell responded to the suit with a degree of leniency when
he prompted the school board to draft a "good faith" plan. The
school board would delay the Wright suit in the courts for the next
five years, costing taxpayers an estimated $70,000 in legal fees. In
the fall of 1964, LaVon,Joel Buchannan, and Sandra Ezell became
the first black students admitted to the white CHS, but their admission did not extend beyond tokenism. Reverend Wright feared
for the safety of the students, personally driving them to and from
43
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school every day during the first weeks. He recalled, "I got some
very negative reports, name· calling and so forth . But it finally simmered down that first year. "44
According to the Southern Education Reporting Service, by
the close of the 1964-65 school year twenty-one of Florida's sixtyseven school districts were considered desegregated, including
Alachua County. However, the document's conclusions provide
an unclear picture of school unification in the state. Only a handful of African-American students, the "best and brightest" of
Lincoln, were attending white schools, no whites were attending
formerly all black schools, and teaching staffs remained entirely
separate. 45 One decade after the Brown ruling, Alachua County
still closely resembled the unjust structure of a divided South, but
the freedom of choice doctrine slowly began draining Lincoln of
its vitality.
Although countless formerly all black schools suffered a similar fate, Lincoln's story especially demonstrates the difficulty in
overcoming the racial barriers that defined southern communities
like Gainesville for generations. Despite boastings that the updated structure's amenities stood equal to the all-white GHS, Lincoln's
untimely end would force a tacit admission of the inherently inferior access to education African Americans endured for the better part of a century. Most white parents would never allow their
children to attend a school like Lincoln, regardless of the county's
early conjecture regarding its equality. "If blacks wanted an education they moved. Those who didn't stayed in black schools," admitted one black parent well aware of the inherently subpar facilities
and curriculum at Lincoln. Although the exterior of new Lincoln
appeared new, the foundation of the gymnasium floor sustained
water damage because the architects hired by Alachua County to
build the 1950s era Lincoln neglected to install a proper drainage system. The school board routinely ignored faculty requests
for repairs, and students still read from battered hand-me-down
44
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books discarded by whites, further underlining how separate and
unequal black schools remained even after Brown. 46
When interviewed, students who attended Lincoln during
its last days in the late 1960s remembered it as a "farce," as they
contended with thirteen percent dropout rates, overcrowded classrooms, and overextended staff. Nevertheless, Lincoln's teachers
managed to make progress in spite of the county's apathy. "With
what we had, they [teachers] did an outstanding job. And I know
that because a lot of doctors and lawyers came out of Lincoln," concluded the 1966 graduate of the black high school and retired UF
research lab manager Patricia Burnett. LHS served the black community far beyond academic instruction throughout its lifespan.
The marching band, Miss Lincoln Pageant, football teams, graduation ceremonies, and other extra-curricular activities "inspired the
greatest pride among black youth and adults." 47
The passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 marked a turning
point in the legal battle to desegregate schools, pressuring resistant
local school boards to more fully comply with the intent of Brown.
Title IV empowered the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to withhold federal aid if a school district enacted policies
discriminatory of race, color, or national origin. By the mid-1960s,
after years of stall tactics and tokenism, county school boards saw
black schools and black educators, not white schools and white
teachers, as the dispensable elements of consolidation. Students
protested that "Lincoln is predominantly black, Gainesville is predominantly white . If they can integrate GHS they can integrate Lincoln." Although the freedom of choice plan adopted by Alachua
County in 1965 addressed the integration of pupils, it remained
ambiguous about how teachers should be merged. The plan promised to "employ and assign teachers on the basis of their qualifications to teach children and otherwise perform the duties and
responsibilities of their positions." The vague language prompted
little change . Tommy Tomlinson, the assistant to the county superintendent, described teacher integration as being "in a state of
flux," plagued by the fact that "predominantly Negro schools need
more teachers with high qualifications than do the white schools."
46
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Neither white, nor black faculty members took much initiative to
transfer schools, but one black male teacher who attempted to do
so was denied on the basis that he was "too controversial." Freedom of choice accomplished little more than token race mixing in
Gainesville's public schools, but it negatively impacted the "warm
family like setting" once known to the LHS community. 48
With the freedom of choice integration plan in effect through
1967, the brightest Lincoln students transferred to the well-funded
white schools in the area, draining the school plant of its vigor.
The remaining students commuted by bus from their rural residences and often could not arrange to participate in the extracurricular activities the faculty once worked so tirelessly to create.
Such obstacles made it all the more difficult to maintain a sense of
community in a school crumbling under the weight of desegregation. The year 1967 also marked the first time white teachers integrated Lincoln, leaving some blacks to question their intentions.
Councille Blye, a black teacher denied a transfer to a white school,
expressed his opinion on teacher integration in Gainesville. Not all
white teachers held a uniform attitude on working in a mixed race
school. Blye noted a distinction between the younger educators
and the older administrators integrating black schools. He characterized one unnamed white female teacher as "devoid of paternalism, authoritarianism, and condescension. " 49
The article considered the other extreme, accusing white
administrators of belittling the authority of veteran black teachers.
Though Blye's article takes a subjective viewpoint, it raised several
important questions about faculty integration in Gainesville. In
addition to paternalism, Blye suggested that some transitory white
teachers saw black high schools as a kind of "waiting ground for
a better position," citing high teacher turnover as a negative side
effect of integration. Within two years of Alachua County adopting
the freedom of choice plan, twenty-eight white teachers made up
Lincoln's total staff of seventy-eight. Curiously, by 1969, as more
white teachers integrated the school, the majority of Lincoln's
black teachers were sending their biological children to white area
schools. Such decisions reflected the black community's lost faith
48
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in the once vibrant school spirit. 50 To be sure, the new Lincoln's
ability to provide black students with access to equal education in
Alachua County had been in question years before white teachers
integrated the faculty
The true testament to the allegedly spectacular new black
school's inferiority arose when the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools arrived at Lincoln in 1964 to judge the merits of its
accreditation. After less than a decade in full operation, the school
stood in a virtual state of chaos, a "do your own thing" policy one
former administrator called it, as they remained unable to address
social and educational problems that included unruly teenagers,
high teenage pregnancy rates, below-grade level achievement
scores, and massive overcrowding. With prominent black community members sitting on the advisory board, including the retired A.
Quinn Jones, Principal Otha Nealy insisted students exhibit model
behavior during the visit. "Books appeared in their classrooms,
students stayed in their seats, dressed their best, were issued hall
passes while teachers taught for four days," but after the inspection
ended so did the dream of an orderly school. The advisory committee put Lincoln on accreditation warning. 51
In its last years a dismal twenty percent of graduates pursued
higher education, the rest finding employment difficult to obtain
with scholastic training still much poorer than whites. Disparities
in curriculum offerings also surfaced when, for example, the advisory committee suggested the school add a basic speech and world
history course, both standard classes available to white students at
GHS. Moreover, teachers at Lincoln were still charged with educating students using outdated material, like the geography textbooks from 1948 that were supporting classroom lessons in 1964.
By 1967, new Lincoln's student body population of 1600 pupils,
exceeded the intended 1300 student capacity, with a majority of
students scoring below grade level in reading and mathematics
courses. UF Professor of Education Albert 0. White reflected on
the school's condition under the freedom of choice desegregation
50
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strategies of the mid 1960s: "the textbooks, still ancient hand me
downs from the white high school, were always too few to serve the
forty to fifty students sometimes assigned to one classroom. Lack
of air conditioning made the school sizzle in the Florida sun." In
1968, GHS reported an enrollment of 145 black students, mostly
exemplary Lincoln High transfers, out of 2,329 total. An all-white
State Department of Education survey team declared Lincoln
obsolete in 1969 and pupils began relocating to other area secondary schools. GHS accommodated this sharp increase in student
population by temporarily increasing class sizes and splitting them
between two teachers, using the gymnasium for additional classroom space, and operating on staggered sessions, with freshmen
and sophomores taking classes in the afternoons, and upperclassmen in the mornings. Now, white educators and administrators
were faced with the burden of overcrowded schools already so
familiar to their black colleagues. Eventually, over 700 students
chose to leave Lincoln for the white schools' superior resources,
taking both the football team's quarterback and most of the school
band. In the case ofLHS, Brown proved enormously, if not entirely,
ineffective in securing equal education for African Am.ericans. 52 In
fact, Alachua County's decision to move forward with building two
racially divided high schools in spite of Brown emphasizes the limits
of federal intervention in local southern school boards governed
by whites resistant to dismantling segregation. Consequently, the
gradualism afforded by the Supreme Court allowed Gainesville
policymakers to not only keep black and whites separate, but also
to continue oppressive traditions well past 1954.
Alachua County functioned under a court ordered freedom of
choice plan from 1964 until 1969, when the Supreme Court ruled
in Alexander v. Holmes (1969) that the "all deliberate speed" standard of school desegregation was unconstitutional. Justice Hugo
Black opined that school districts must take sufficient action "not
only promptly but at once." The Alexander decision followed the
52
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definitive Green v. County School Board of New Kent County (1968)
opinion, which ordered the "root and branch" dismantling of segregated schools and identified five factors- facilities, extracurriculars, and transportation-as the standards for testing integration.
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals heard Alachua County's plan
for desegregation in late 1969, deciding on a two-step action to
integrate faculty and staff in February 1970 and students the following school year. The strategy went into effect almost immediately,
but Lincoln and the other seven African-American schools in the
county remained racially homogenous. With mounting pressure
from the federal district court to either desegregate or close the
black schools, Alachua County voted to shut Lincoln as an academic institution, repurpose it as a vocational school, and build a new
high school conducive to integration. In an effort to appease the
disgruntled student body, Charles Chestnut III, NAACP activist and
descendent of a former LHS football coach, petitioned the board
to name the up and coming junior-senior high school, Lincoln.
Instead, Alachua County resolved to call the new school Lakewood after its neighborhood surroundings. Although the county
finally had an aggressive plan for unifying their public schools, the
proposed closure of LHS as an academic center struck a sensitive
nerve with local black power activists desperate to preserve Lincoln
as evidence of African-American intellectual achievement. 53
The second half of the 1960s exposed a major shift in the
mission of black self-determination, marking the end of the legalminded agenda of the classical civil rights movement and the beginning of the more radicalized Black Power movement. As a result,
this ideological change directly altered the mission of LHS. Before
Brown Lincoln functioned as an educational institution committed
to shaping future black leaders. After Brown, and especially after
the white school board could no longer delay school integration,
African Americans at Lincoln, at UF, and in communities nationwide, were charged with the new, layered, challenge of promoting
Black Power, defined by historian Peniel E. Joseph as "the belief in
self-determination, racial and cultural pride, and the global nature
of domestic led antiracist activism." 54
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Black Panther Party leaders Huey Newton and Bobby Seale
attracted troves of new student members after advocating for the
creation of Black studies programs in secondary and post-secondary education. Stokley Carmichael, the one-time President of the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), toured
college and high school campuses encouraging black students to
"fight for greater recognition and power." Carmichael reportedly
spoke at LHS earlier in the 1960s, and according to Coach McPherson's son David, "it was the biggest thing ... he turned everybody's
heads around." 55 Indeed, African-American students faced serious
obstacles in their fight to gain acceptance and cultural representation at UF. In the months following the assassination of King
in April 1968, rumors circulated that both Carmichael and outspoken African-American New York Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell were scheduled to speak at the school. Some bold, angry
white citizens wrote UF President Stephen O'Connell in outrage
over the expenditure of their tax dollars to invite radical speakers to a public university. "I resent [tax dollars] going where they
teach disrespect of our laws and curse we white people, who are the
ones who have made this country great, the Negroes have never
done anything to uplift this country, themselves or anything else,
all they know is tear down, riot, burn, and destroy," wrote one man
in response to Powell's alleged invitation. 56 Assaults on the legitimacy of African-American history fueled a backlash from the Black
Student Union, which advocated for and succeeded in establishing
an African-American Studies Department in 1969 and the Institute
of Black Culture in 1971. 57
Student demands for scholarly consideration of African-American history at the UF soon echoed the concerns of black college
students across the United States. As Martha Biondi reminds in
The Black Revolution on Campus, "the Black student movement was
indigenous and local: students formed their own campus organizations and led their own struggles." Thus, by the time Alachua
County officials voted to close Lincoln as an academic institution
in November 1969, the message of the Black Power movement fully
resonated with the 1,200 Lincoln students, parents, and university
55
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students who, dressed in the traditional red and white LHS colors,
staged a two-week long protest. "We were born black and want to
stay black, and Lincoln should stay black," shouted one student
who questioned why the school board chose Lincoln, and not any
of the area white schools, to convert into an integrated vocational
school. "The white community wouldn't stand for the phasing out
of GHS," Charles Chestnut concluded. 58
Lincoln graduate and UF student Stanley Williams suggested
the protesters go on strike "long enough" to "hurt Talbot's (Superintendent of Schools) pocket." During the strike, only about 50
of the 1,274 students enrolled at LHS attended classes, costing the
school board "2,000 dollars a day in state aid money." Advocates
picketed outside the school board administration building before
moving their demonstration to the university campus, where it
drew even more support. "This integration bit is designed so that
you, the white man, will always benefit and stay at the top of the
pyramid. Is this why you want to take away my black brothers and
sisters' pride and joy?" wrote Nellie Brinson, a UF freshman, in a
letter to the editor of The Florida Alligator. Brinson's position highlights the fluidity of rising Black Power, "I am not a high school
student. .. but being black makes me feel a part of this situation,"
he wrote. 59 Youth led demonstrations had been a cornerstone of
the civil rights movement since it first gained momentum with the
Birmingham Campaign in the summer of 1963. While young people emerged as the face of Lincoln's last stand, wielding protest
slogans like "[G]ive us Lincoln or Give Us Death" and "[W]e don't
want nobody to give us nothing. Keep the doors open, we'll get it
ourselves," Lincoln's educators kept their objections private, fearful
of losing their jobs." 60
The protests continued until December 12, 1969. Opposite
the triumphant teacher fundraising campaigns of old Lincoln, no
amount of community donations could save new Lincoln from the
will of the larger white community. The contested new Lakewood
school eventually opened under the name Eastside, and Lincoln
would never reopen as an academic high school. In a concession
58
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Hundreds of Lincoln High School students and alumni converged on downtown
Gainesville in a two-week protest of the Alachua County School Board's decision
to close the historically black high school. December 1969. · Image courtesy
of University Archives Photograph Collection, George A. Smathers Libraries,
University of Florida.
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to the protesters, the school board did grant LHS Principal John
Dukes a transfer to Eastside and allowed a bi-racial committee to
appointEastside's football coach and choral director. Again, Dukes'
transfer proves an exception of integration not a rule; the school
board increased the number of white principals from 19.5 in 1967
to 27 by 1970, while reducing the number of black principals from
8 to 5, respectively. Closing black schools forced the demotion of
several teachers affiliated with Lincoln's legacy. For example, by
the 1972-73 school year, Alachua County reported a desegregated public school system, but many of Lincoln's former educators
saw their classroom influence diminish as the school board transferred them to sinecure "administrative" positions with reduced
student interaction. For example, Thelmajordan, the principal of
A. Quinnjones elementary, worked as a school board coordinator
and Otha Nealy as an attendance coordinator. Overall, black educators in Alachua County experienced a sharper decline in professional school appointments than white educators. The number of
black teachers in Alachua County fell from 222 in 1967 to 188 by
1970, whereas the school board increased employment of white
teachers from 599 in 1967 to 720 by 1970. 61 Causing much heartache, LHS officially closed in February 1970 and its students began
integrating the white high schools in an overall calm atmosphere.
The Prescott Evening Courier, an Arizona circulation, reported on
the opposition to desegregation in the South, but cited the anticlimactic events in Gainesville as a counter to the massive resistance campaigns in other states. "Gainesville police had been given
riot equipment in anticipation of disturbances, but 600 pupils of
the recently closed, all-black Lincoln High School transferred to
three other schools without trouble," claimed the article. 62 In comparison to violent integration protests in Little Rock, Oxford, and
elsewhere, Alachua County's transition into a unitary school system
occurred with calm, but perhaps not as much calm as the media
intimated or modern Floridians care to remember.
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Schools often rivaled churches in communal importance, making those arteries difficult to sever even with the equality desegregation promised. After A. Quinn Jones resurrected Lincoln from
a shallow grave in the 1920s and created a legacy of quality education for Gainesville's budding youth, alumni and faculty held the
institution in high regard. Its abrupt closing in 1970 made it all the
more difficult to absorb. "I cried when Lincoln closed. It was senior
year and I felt lost," remembered former female student Jacqueline
Fuller. When talk of school unification first surfaced after 1954,
"integration fever" overcame Lincolnites eager to gain access to the
same resources endowed to whites. But, as the process moved at
a glacial pace it gradually diminished the promise of new Lincoln,
causing supporters to realize the consequence of losing their community nucleus. 63
While students grappled with fears of isolation, some of Lincoln's black educators saw integration as a necessary component
of achieving educational equality. The previously mentioned John
Dukes, a career science teacher and Lincoln's last principal who
was transferred to the integrated East Side High School, reflected
on the school's closing with less hostility than the students. He
noted the marked improvements in the school board's responsiveness to maintenance and supply requests at East Side that were
not typical at segregated Lincoln. Ultimately, access was the major
drive behind black hopes for desegregation. "Each student at Lincoln didn't have a microscope, but each one did at Eastside. This
is an important attribute of education." Other teachers, however,
remember integration with mixed feelings. Andrew Mickle, a
vocational instructor who was hired by Jones in 1955, remained
conflicted about the subject some fifty years later. "As far as I'm
concerned, whether I like it or not, I'm about 50/50; it had some
good values and it had some bad values,'' said Mickle. "We were
absolved. We weren't integrated we were absolved [sic],'' he concluded. 64 Brown v. Board of Education proved an impetus for both
Lincoln's renewal and demise, a reality realized by black schools
across Florida and the entire southeastern United States. Lincoln
High's former students would gain access to learning tools equal to
63
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whites after integration, but at the cost of the encouraging environment once fostered by black teachers.
The cyclical effects of inferior education also arose as a major
concern of desegregation , with white parents skeptical of black
teachers' ability to instruct white students. When African-American
students finally began integrating Gainesville 's formerly all-white
institutions in the 1960s, many quickly discovered the substandard quality of education they endured through segregation, with
NAACP Field Director Marvin Davies labeling the entire system a
"cruel hoax." Disparities in teacher preparedness factored greatly
into the difficulties of closing the gaps created by years of legalized segregation. In the first half of the twentieth century, black
teachers did not communicate or collaborate with white teachers
on pedagogy and methods and their performance was regularly
left unchecked by the county school board. The closure of LHS
reflects current historiographic consensus that Brown's declaration
of equality failed to empower blacks. After 1970, a biracial mix of
students might have roamed the formerly all-white GHS's corridors, but the black students, whose tutelage had been inherently
inferior to whites up until that sudden convergence, experienced
feelings of isolation in an unfamiliar environment. 65
Initially, Superintendent Talbot only devised an integration
strategy for the predominantly African-American east side of
Gainesville, exempting the "right, white side of town." Seven hundred white parents from the east side of town protested the selective integration strategy. In response , the school board soothed
their anger by passing a geographic zoning plan that required a
district-wide 70-30 ratio of white to black students, reflective of the
actual statistical racial makeup of the student population in the
county. Even after the courts accepted the county as a consolidated
district in 1970, the brand new Eastside High reported the only
enrollment statistics compliant with the 70-30 ratio, while CHS
and Bucholz High School remained overwhelmingly white. Former Lincoln teacher Andrew Mickle believes Gainesville's public
schools still struggle with maintaining actual integration into the
twenty-first century. "It's getting better, but right now it's segregation within the class in some classrooms. We separate ourselves.
65
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They separate themselves right in the classrooms," he stated. 66
Desegregation compromised the security of the racial divide, and
the saga unfolded well past Lincoln's closure.
Some disruptions did occur at CHS during the first school year
after integration. A white student at the school recalled a disturbing incident involving the presence of black educators in fall 1971.
"A Ku Klux Klan poster with the inscription 'Niggers go home was
tacked up in the teachers' lounge. A teacher and several students
were badly beaten in the ensuing melee." Under Title IV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Alachua County received 40,000 dollars
in 1971 to conduct human relations workshops for teachers working in newly desegregated schools. While the majority did prove
accepting, some prejudiced attitudes still surfaced in the area of
discipline techniques. A teacher on the bi-racial human relations
committee told the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that "white
students who misbehave are given punishment assignments such
as raking leaves, but their offense is not recorded. Black students,
by contrast, are sent to the principal's office where a record of their
offense is made." 67 At Lincoln, teachers offered tough love as their
brand of discipline, a sentiment lost to integration. Earl Williams,
a 1966 graduate, remembered the sincerity of Mr. Bear Jones, a
Social Studies teacher at Lincoln, who could be a "teddy bear"
when student behaved, but a strict "grizzly bear" with disruptive
pupils in his classroom. 68 The school's closing destroyed a symbol
of exceptional black educational leadership in Alachua County.
Deliberate historic preservation efforts have allowed Lincoln's
alumni to preserve documentation of their memories of the school
before and after Brown. Through collaboration with UF and Gainesville's city government, the Lincoln Alumni Association works .to
keep the institution's unique history alive through museum exhibits, archival collections, and media coverage. Just two years after the
school closed, education professor Arthur 0 . White began employing students and retired Lincoln football coach T.B. McPherson
as oral historians and researchers of Lincoln. He and his students
wrote a history of the school, and White also wrote an article on the
school boycott in response to Lincoln's closing. Since 1967, the
Samuel Proctor Oral History Program has continuously recorded
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the memories of Gainesville's African-American community, and
the subject of LHS frequently surfaces in the interviews. A. Quinn
Jones participated in several interviews before his death in 1997, as
did the late Thomas Wright, Thelma Jordan, and Andrew Mickel.
In 2003,Jones' family donated his personal papers, including rich
material on LHS, to UF Libraries. Jones' home across the street
from old Lincoln received National Register status in 2010 and the
Gainesville Community Redevelopment Project has plans to turn
the little yellow house into a museum honoring Jones. The availability of these various resources provide meaningful, first person
insight into the experiences of black teachers and students before
and after Brown. Furthermore, the preservation of Lincoln's history illuminates the lasting success of the Black Power movement's
goals of maintaining black cultural identity. 69
Both Wright and Jones also wrote memoirs about their life
experiences, and both men remembered LHS as a significant part
of Gainesville's struggle for black equality-Jones in the context
of Jim Crow, and Wright in the memory of the civil rights movement. Years later, two Lincoln alumni published nostalgic interpretations of the school's history and place within the national school
desegregation mosaic. The two publications specifically discuss
the personal experiences of several former pupils and teachers at
the segregated LHS and the effect of the Alachua County School
Board's vote to close the school in 1970. In the foreword of Lincoln
High School, co-author and Lincoln Alumni Association President
Albert White referred to graduates of the school as "dream keepers, as a tribute to their rich history." 70 Surviving Lincoln alumni
still gather for class reunions, often remembering their teachers
as figures central to their upbringing. While neither book draws
a critical analysis of the archival sources available on the school,
they both center on the idea of loss after desegregation closed Lincoln. Much of the community nostalgia surrounding Lincoln stems
from favorable memories about black teachers. However, the professional avenues once available to Jim Crow-era black educators
69
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diminished after integration came. Not all lost their jobs outright,
but rather many were demoted to administrative or teaching positions of lesser influence and authority.
Many perspectives on Lincoln and the effects of Florida's
delayed implementation of desegregation have been recorded in
the past four decades. Former faculty and students alike consistently intimate that the delayed implementation of school desegregation illuminated white resistance to an inclusive public school
system. During segregation, black teachers related to their black
students through a common experience of racial oppression. As
southern schools not unlike those in Alachua County experienced
an increase in the number of white teachers and a decrease in the
number of black teachers, integration strategies compromised the
familial relationships that once existed between black teachers and
black students, contributing to the increasing isolation of black students integrating into "white" schools.
In Gainesville, the history of LHS remains central to the memory of a segregated city. Pioneering Gainesville Sun reporter Nat
Tillman broke new ground in the 1970s when he became a clear
public voice for preserving LHS's legacy. In the twenty-first century, local African Americans continue to publicize their reverence
for the black educators who taught during segregation. They also
use the newspaper as a platform to advocate for change in modern education, and the lack of black educators after integration
remains of principle concern. "In Alachua County public schools,
eleven percent of the teachers are black, while one third of the
students are black," reported a January 2012 article printed in the
Gainesville Sun. It continued to cite the Florida State Legislature's
approval of major budget cuts to scholarship funds for aspiring
minority teachers. "The entire state is struggling with recruiting
minority teachers," said the Assistant Superintendent of Human
Resources for Alachua County Public Schools. 71 Countless histories of school desegregation recognize the failure of Brown v. Board
to successfully implement equal education, and LHS illustrates
that point through the loss of black educators' agency in the "integrated" classroom.
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Former LHS student Albert White also affirmed the need for
more minority teachers in Gainesville. "The findings in the article
suggest that black students perform better when taught by black
teachers. [At Lincoln] We had teachers who cared about us and
how well we performed, and certainly they could relate to us being
of the same culture and ethnic group," Though recalled. In 2014,
another voice of Gainesville's black community highlighted the
need for black history to "focus on the future." "Black people in
this community live in our 'blackness' everyday. No one turns us
black for the month of February. Our business in Gainesville and
in society should be about the teaching of the future for blacks in
America." A lack of racial inclusiveness in curriculum continues to
weigh on the checkered legacy of school desegregation and perhaps this issue deserves further in-depth historical study.
Although the black community lost an anchor in Lincoln's
educators, African-American students could theoretically access
the same academic resources as whites. Though the secondary
school ranked as one of the best black schools in Florida, the
white-controlled county school board made certain to keep it well
below the standards of white schools. By keeping black educators
down during legalized segregation, pervasive white supremacy saw
to their demise during integration. Brown's decentralized strategy
for implementing integration proved largely ineffective for advancing educational equality at Lincoln, instead allowing the freedom
of choice plan to destroy the plant from within. Ultimately, the
dynamic efforts of black educators like A. Quinn Jones, could not
maintain agency as whites systematically integrated blacks "out of
power." While the Alachua County Board of Public Instruction
attempted to erase the memory of LHS and its significance as a
piece of Florida history, Gainesville's African-American community
took final control of their cultural identity upon initiating longterm efforts to preserve Lincoln's history from the "bottom up."
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